DATA SHEET

Recorded Future for Maltego
To effectively mitigate risk, security teams need to move at least as fast — but ideally faster —
than threat actors and their tactics. Analysts must manage and analyze disparate data sources
in real time, but manual collection and organization slows threat detection and attribution.
To meet these challenges, the Recorded Future integration for Maltego enables security teams
to automatically connect the dots between related entities by discovering and validating known
threat indicators in the vast expanse of the open, deep, and dark web.

Contextualized Intelligence
Relevant insights, updated in real time, and integrated with your existing infrastructure drive
faster, more informed security decisions. Recorded Future’s elite security intelligence layered
over Maltego gives analysts visibility into which indicators should be prioritized based on a realtime Recorded Future risk score that is backed by transparent evidence. This allows analysts to
spend less time researching and more time remediating.
Using a sophisticated combination of patented machine and expert human analysis, Recorded
Future fuses an unrivaled set of open source, dark web, technical sources, and original research
to deliver relevant threat insights in real time. The Recorded Future integration for Maltego makes
it simple and fast to access this elite intelligence within Maltego for deeper investigations,
empowering security teams to identify threats faster.
Recorded Future’s out-of-the-box transforms for Maltego provide real-time context on IP
addresses, domains, hashes, malware, and vulnerabilities. With access to Recorded Future risk
scores, risk rules, Insikt Group Analyst Notes, and more, analysts can easily connect the dots
in their investigations and effectively prioritize remediation efforts — all from within Maltego.

BENEFITS:
• Gain instant context on IOCs for faster
investigation and visualization
• Streamline analysis workflows with
a unified view of intelligence
• Respond quickly with transparency
and context
• Maximize your investment in Maltego

RESULTS *
• Identify 22% more security threats
before impact
• Improve security team efficiency by 32%
*Learn more about the business value Recorded
Future brings to clients in our IDC Report,
Organizations React to Security Threats More
Efficiently and Cost Effectively with Recorded Future
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Recorded Future delivers the world’s most technically advanced security intelligence to disrupt adversaries, empower defenders, and
protect organizations. Recorded Future’s proactive and predictive platform provides elite, context-rich, actionable intelligence in real time
that’s intuitive and ready for integration across the security ecosystem.
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